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3D Sudoku is the ultimate challenge for an fan of Sudoku puzzles. With three times as many

numbers than normal Sudoku, follow the colored lines and complete the rows and boxes with the

numbers 1-9. If youÃƒÂ¢re a fan of Sudoku, then you will love this great new collection of over 300

ultra challenging 3D Sudoku puzzles!
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If you are a Sudoku fan then you are always looking for new puzzles and ways to expand your

experience and skill with the game. I like Sudoku but my daughter loves it and always buys books

and games that are Sudoku related so she can complete them. I found this 3D Sudoku book and

thought it looked challenging enough to keep her busy for awhile so she got it for Christmas.This is

a huge book of Sudoku, over 300 puzzles so it should keep you busy for a long time, even as a

beginner Sudoku player. This has all 3D puzzles for the game and comes in beginner and

challenging levels to help grow your skills. 3D Sudoku is hard, it takes a lot of thought and playing

attention to the board and my daughter loves it. I have tried a few beginners and I admit that they

are quite hard but so thrilling when you figure it out. There are dark lines that separate parts of the

3D puzzle so you know where you limits. It's really like playing multiple games in one but you have

to watch all sides. This is perfect book for the Sudoku lover and while she always has it, not many

puzzles have been done yet due to the complexity but she keeps trying.

This is a great puzzle book: nice quality paper, spiral bound, colorful, challenging and fun. I'm new



to 3D Sudoku puzzles so visually I'm finding myself on a learning curve. Unlike some Sudoku

puzzle books that begin with a sample puzzle and mini-tutorial, this one simply jumps right into the

3D puzzles. In total, there are 326 puzzles which are nicely sized and limited to one per page. There

is an answer key in the back with 6 solved puzzles per page. Puzzles 1-163 are categorized as

Standard; puzzles 164-326 are Challenging thus providing a nice balance of skill levels. Newbies to

3D Sudoku, like myself, may experience what I call visual chaos trying to follow the rows or

columns. Each puzzle is the equivalent of 3 traditional sudoku puzzles in that there are 27 blocks of

9 cells. Since it is 3D, portions of each 3 block row or column will be angled up, down, in or out. To

track a row or column follow the colored lines unique to each block. I have done several of the

Standards and only a couple of the Challenging ones thus far. While the puzzles aren't diabolical

they do require a lot of attention to detail and focus on the colored lines. It would be helpful if the

colors were a bit darker and stood out more but the lighter ones do keep me on my toes. This book

is reasonably priced and arrived quickly along with the 2 traditional Sudoku books I ordered at the

same time. With 3 new books to work on I expect I'll be busy for the next year or so. I'm pleased

with this purchase of 3D Sudoku & it's really helping improve my difficulties with visual tracking. It

seems best suited for those who have experience with traditional Sudoku & like a new challenge.

Certainly 5 stars in my book.

If you are bored with or need a bigger challenge than traditional Sudoku, then this is the holy grail!

326 puzzles of near madness that is sure to eat up lots of time and makes it impossible to think

about anything else. A great distraction in general or when waiting in lines, flying, laying out at the

pool or a need to escape mental stress. Half the puzzles are "challenging" with the first half of the

book being easier...but there is nothing easy about some rows of one 9 block inner puzzle

belonging to other 9 block inner puzzles and at the same time those columns belong to other 9

block inner puzzles too. Which means you have to coordinate multiple 9 block puzzles at one time

to fill in properly. Luckily they were smart enough to add various colored lines for rows and columns

so you can follow what direction you are really going in. Truly addictive. It took me over an hour to

complete my first puzzle...once I worked out new strategies, I can get one done in about 20 minutes.

A no brainer price for such a loaded book of truly challenging puzzles. Use a pencil and have an

eraser near by!!!

I keep buying this book because people keep stealing it from me! There is no other sudoku like this

anywhere- and I am a puzzle fanatic.This book is in color, so the grids are very easy to follow,



although if you are colorblind you can still follow the grids. The heavy bold lines are quite distinct, as

are the breaks in the grids (assuming you've got a decent degree of depth perception). All in all, a

very fun book and one I anticipate having to buy a few more times before the holidays are over.

Great challenge.......I have one of my own and now I am purchasing them for my friends. Not your

grandmother's Sudoku!

A new challenge for those who are growing old of working in just one square! Great for elderly

parents!

I have purchased more of these books than I can remember. They are great gifts.

I fine the 3D easier to use than the regular puzzles. I like the binding on the book.
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